








To the reverend Dr William Robertson the principal, and to the other most learned professors 

of the Academy of King James of Edinburgh, Ezra Stiles, New England America, greets you. 

 

 Dignity to which your benevolence moves me demands the greatest thanks which I 

give most deservedly. Indeed, I was blushing that I found myself amplified and decorated by 

the highest honours of the most celebrated academy, without any merits and without any 

expectation on my part. Out of the extreme love of the most distinguished man Benjamin 

Franklin and his commendatory letters, you conceived an idea about me beyond my powers 

of genius and my studies: propped up by and relying on his judgement you have bestowed the 

most ample honours. It will be right that I always be mindful about what in this matter I owe 

both to your illustrious academic senate and to the friendship of Franklin. To you all 

especially, most erudite men, I am grateful and I will be grateful: desiring that I not be a 

discredit to the highest order of Letters with which you honoured me with the highest 

diplomatic honorific, but rather that I share in both its same amenities, and fellowships, and 

duty together with the dignity. 

 In the pastoral presbytery, the type of worship and the theological doctrines, the 

churches of New England consent with you all and with apostolic antiquity. Concerning the 

authority of the Synods and concerning certain ministers, there is a difference on the subject 

of ecclesiastical practice. Nevertheless it would be pleasing and pleasant that the church we 

venerate, your church, the churches dissenting in England and Scotland, our congregational 

churches, the synod of Pennsylvania of New York, finally all churches of the same sort 

throughout every region of imperial Britain to join them with some sort of social treaty, at 

least to have cultivated amongst themselves most familiarly among their academies 

friendships and honours. Then at least we will embrace all Protestant churches with charity 

and benevolence most generously. Quarrels, however, and dissension and useless 



controversies, let us spurn them, struck by a flame for purer evangelical concord: captured or 

seduced by the rationale of no system or polity, but of that one by which we embrace all 

faithful and honest men with that divine friendship, with which the heavenly Leader of 

universal faith loves and seeks to love each best person because he is proven true and pious.  

 I congratulate Edinburgh University concerning the celebrity of their fame, not only 

the teaching of Theology, but also Philosophical erudition, medical jurisprudence, history, 

polite letters, and cultivating universal studies of the liberal arts. While very many academies 

poorly conduct new and most outstanding investigations of human and divine knowledge, 

which are opened day by day, with you most liberally these, now opened, are cultivated and 

flourish. Let your perennial LIBERTY always be praised! Let truth alone be that what is 

cultivated – “TRUTH is great and will prevail.” Let the God of truth, best and greatest, father 

of virtue make it such that all literary studies and inquiries of all nations happen for the glory 

of heavenly Jesus and for the benefit of the human race. Reverend and illustrious gentlemen, 

farewell. I send this from New Port, Rhode Island, New England on November 26, 1765.  
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